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The Absurd Self and The
Naked City: An Existential
Redefinition of Sustainable
Urbanism and the
Case of Banaras
MAHESH SENEGALA
Gould Evans Goodman Associates, Kansas City, MO
It's absurd means "It's impossible" but also "It's contradictory." If 1 see a man armed only with a sword attack a group
of machine guns, I shall consider his act to be absurd. But it
is so solely by virtue of the disproportion between his intention and the reality he will encounter, of the contradiction I
notice between his true strength and the aim he has in view.'
- Albert C a m s

PROLOGUE
This essay stems from the proposition that the problems of the
world stem fundamentally from the (existential) problemsof theself
and the problems of the societal institutions. Contrary to the conventional belief that sustainability is a physical-environmental issue in
our societies, I propose that - through a significant redefinition of
the idea- sustainability is a central existential problem that affects
everything between the self and the city.
I will consider here an existential approach to sustainable urbanism that is inclusive and holistic. The 5000 year old Indian city of
Banaras will serve as a case to illustrate this discourse about
urbanism and sustainability.

THREE LEVELS OF SUSTAINABILITY:
A HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK
Sustainability is not merely an environmental problem that
resides "out there." Sustainability is not just a "green" problem, but
also a problem of the existential "blues." Fundamentally, an intrinsic
and existential problem is projected onto the physical environment.
I propose a re-framing of the sustainability agenda today through
what 1 call "Three Levels of Sustainabilitv":
Spiritual and Individual Sustainability: Sustainability of the
spirit. I use the word spiritual as an umbrella concept to encomepisrerilologicnl
pass e.ristei~tid,psyl~ologicnl,itletc~pl~~sici~l,
and other highly ethzreal, yet very real aspects of human existence. These issues are timeless and intrinsic to being human. If
a product or a project does not meet this Iebel ofsustainability. it
is fundamentally unsustainable. (Will we remember it after a
thousand years? Would a Louis Kahn be proud of it?)
Institutional and Cultural Sustainability: The realms of political,
economic, linguistic, organizational, sociological and cultural
issues are a concern at this level. (Is it truly democratic? Does it
allow people to live freely and creatively?)
Physical and environmental sustainability: The problems of
natural resources, life cq.cles, energy efficiency, renewable energy, environmental pollution, etc. come under this category.
Even iFa project meets this level of sustainability, it would still
be unsustainable unless it meets the first two levels of
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sustainability. (Is it mother earth-friendly? Is it ecologically
sound?)
The majority oftoday's workonsustainability andcity dealsonly
with the third kindof sustainability, physical sustainability. AsErich
Fromm told us, "even the most complete satisfaction of all his
instinctive needs does not solve his human problem; his most
intensive passions and needs are not those rooted in the body, but
those rooted in the very peculiarity of his existence."? Unless the level
of spiritual sustainability is attained, the other two levels make little or
no sense. Environmentalism that focuses on material transformation is
a mutiny within the prison - not a liberation from the prison.

THE BAG OF NEEDLES: THE NECESSITY FOR AN
EXISTENTIAL DISCOURSE OF SUSTAINABILITY
The environment is almost alright; it is the human condition and
institutions that are not alright. The problems of the world, including
the environmental threats, in essence, stem from the problems of the
self - both the individual and the collective self. T o focus on the
environmental issues without first addressing the human existential
and institutional issues is a blunder.
We, the human beings are like bags of needles. Whatever we
touch hurts. W e then blame what we touch as the source of that pain.
We forget conveniently that the needles are within us that prick us
every moment.
As some wise soul said, "we will kill ourselves before we run out
of fossil fuels"! If we look around, the world is agigantic mess with
wars, insecurities, genocides, fascist and undemocratic regimes,
ruthless executions, famine, and so on. In Uganda, the rebels have
brutally hatcheted and hacked touring foreigners to death. In Africa
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the Hootus have massacred millions of the Tootsies. In Combodia,
millions of people were systematically decimated by Pol Pot. Hitlarian
holocaust is a well-known history. In the US, firearms and road rages
kill more people than all the Americans that have died in all of their
wars combined. In India, the Hindu extremists have recently burned
alive many Christian missionary families over the fear of conversion. In the US, pro-life extremists have been systematically assassinating abortion doctors in the name of saving lives. Last year alone
there were five violent shootings in the US schools involving
disgruntled and alienated kids who don't know how to spell "environment." These are only the more violent expressions of lesser
forms of existential conflicts that plague all of us without exception.
Millions of people die not because of the environmental problems, but
because ofthe mental and institutional problems. This list is a tip ofthe
iceberg of the human crises, wars, massacres and genocides that have
been occurring since prehistory. If we talk about human sustainability
in thiscontext, then we would seeit inastrikingly different perspective.
If we place such a tormented species on any planet, that planet would
turn into ashes. Where is this rage and inherent brutality of human
insecurity springing from? What are we sustaining and why? Assuming that we ever resolve the environmental issues, will the world ever
be a happy family? It would be unwise to think so.
Mother Earth will persist with or without us - the aberrant
species. If we decimate all life forms on the earth, it may grow back
in time . . . in a billion years, or maybe after a couple of big bangs.
Surely the trillion gazillion light-year-wide universe doesn't care
what goes on here on this speck of dust called the earth. For all we
know, there maybe a million earths out there. We have to stop
kidding ourselves saying that the problem is out there: The first thing
we have to save is the human soul -not the universe or the planet or
a tree or a bug. The human being is the most endangered species in
the universe. To me what is more important is to focus on the human
existential issues of sustainability than the environmental issues.
Unless we find out ways to reconcile the deeply ruptured human
condition, there is no question of achieving sustainability.
ErichFromrn, oneofthe most brilliant commentators on the human
condition writes about the fundamental schism in the human heart:
Self-awareness, reason, and imagination have disrupted the
'harmony' which characterizes animal existence. Theiremergence has made man into an anomaly, into the freak of the
universe. He is part of nature. subject to her physical laus and
unable tochange them, yet he transcends therest of nature. He
is set apart while being a part. . . Being aware of himself, he
realizes his powerlessness and the limitations of his existence. He visualizes his own end: death. Never is he free from
the dichotomy of his existence . . '
Further, he says:
This split in man's nature leads lo dichotomies, which I call
existentla1 because they are rooted in the very existence of
man; they are contradictions, which man cannot annul but to
which he can react in various ways, relative to his character
and his culture.'
Fromni's comments effectikely sum up what we wake up to
every morning and what we sleep with every night. and everything
that happens in between.
Physical sustainability initiatives strive to alter the physical or
socio-political environment to reestablish an ecological equilibrium
without reestablishing the equilibr~umof existential ecology. Albert
Camus muses:
Whether the earth or sun rekolves around the other is a matter
of profound indifference. To tell the truth, i t is a futile
question. On the other hand, I see many people die because
they judge that life is not worth living. I see others paradoxically getting killed for the ideas or illusions that give them a
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reason for living (what is called a reason for living is also an
excellent reason for dying). I therefore conclude that the
meaning of life is the most urgent of questions.'
As long as there is an existential irresolution, humankind is going to
be fundamentally unsustainable. Thus, sustainability is primarily an
existential problem.

ABSURDITY, ALIENATION AND THE
MODERN SELF
As Nietzsche pronounced, God is dead. But death becomes alive
and life for the modern human ends with death. All that a person
builds his or her entire life comes to an abrupt end and that is
irresolvably meaningless. From this condition arises our uncaring
attitude toward our future generations as we cannot any longer view
our life as a continuum that extends beyond our physical existence.
Modern human being's actions are directed toward incessantly
amassing knowledge, memories, actions, wealth and fame that, they
hope, would validate the meaning of existence. Like Kafka's Joseph
K., every second of our life is consumed by our necessity to justify
and prove our existence. We feel that we are guilty of living until
provenotherwise. Everyone of us is familiar with that feeling ofguilt
when wedo nothing on acertain day and feel that we have committed
a cardinal sin. T i m has become such nprecio~u,unsusrainable and
rare co~nmodit)in tile tnoclern societies preciselj because we do nor
have enough rime ro conzplete our life work and rliscover the
meaning of our life. Speed, ii consequence of absurd time is one of
the pri~naryderer~ninuntsand destroyers of our cities today.
This absurdity and the sense of alienation are reflected in the
epistemology and existence of present-day architecture and urbanism. What is easy topart with?That which you loveorthat which you
do not care about? Obviously, it is the latter. It is easier to part with
architecture and infrastructure that does not mean much to us. So, we
produce architecture-of strip malls, kitschy commercial buildings,
ugly warehouses, etc.-that no body can relate to or cares about. We
have cities that no body cares about. We have a world that no body
cares much. The world that nobody cares about is simply unsustainable. We live in a world that 'doesn't matter' where sustainability
becomes a difficult proposition. Our cities are built today for
strangers by strangers. We are all "strangers" in our cities of
alienation. In our cities, everyone is "comfortable" but nobody is at
"home." We don ' r "live " in our ciries anynore; we " l w " tlze~i~.
Thus, we are going through a civilizational neurosis, of which our
chaotic cities and meaningless architecture are toxic by-products.

THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL CRISIS OF THE SELF
AND ARCHITECTURE
Elucidating these issues from another angle, Jean-Franqois
Lyotard, in his seminal post-structural epistemological work The
Posrrnorlern Cor~tlitiorz,traces the schism of human institutions in
the changing nature of knowledge in industrial and postindustrial
societies.
Lyotard observes that traditional cultures were characterized by
the cultural cohesion brought about by, what he calls, nnrrari~~e
knoivleilge. Mythologies, folklore, legends, stories and tales constitute the body of narrative knowledge. In those pre-scientific cultures, mythologies and other narratives that explained the purpose
and destiny of life formed the outermost layer that lies beyond the
notions of proof and evidence. Every other kind of knowledge
remained within the purview of those n~etar~arrarives.
The narratives provided the metaphors and meaning necessary forliving. Such
knowledge was both concretized and reinforced through architecture and urbanism of those times.
Lyotard argues that the spell of metanarratives broke down with
the advent of industrial revolution. Scientific knowledge has become a distinct body of knowledge in itself and begun challenging
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narrative forms of knowledge in its zeal to explain (as opposed to
experience) the life and the universe. Lyotard writes that "In the first
place, scientific knowledge does not represent the totality of knowledge; it has always existed in addition to, and in competition and
conflict with, another kind of knowledge, which I will call narrative
in the interests of simplicity." Further, he says, "I do not mean to say
that narrative knowledge can prevail over science, but its model is
related to ideas of internal equilibrium and conviviality next to
which contemporary scientific knowledge cuts a poor f i g ~ r e . " ~
The crux of his argument is that scientific knowledge, which is
based on evidence,proof, and legalities dealsonly with the verifiable
workings and facts of the universe such as efficiency, function and
opritnization. Scientific forms of knowledge do not deal with such
issues as justice, morality, compassion, beautj, love, meaning and a
myriad other non-material and intangible human attributes. As
Lyotard rightly points out, both kinds of knowledge are equally
necessary for us to live, but the problem begins when scientific or
technological knowledge begins to enter the game of rejecting
narrative knowledge in an effort to legitimize itself as the only valid
form of knowledge. We live at a time of delegitimation of narrative
forms of knowledge. Where there is no narrative, there is no
ideology. Where there is no ideology, there is no possibility of
achieving a meaningful world.

A LIFE-LESS WORLD:
An epistemology based on narrative f o r m of knowledge is
crucial to the sustenance of the societal sanity and a sustainable
worldview. As Claude Levi-Strauss and Joseph Campbell have
eloquently pointed out in various works. mythologies play a significant role in forging a meaningful worldview. In such a narrative-less
environment, things become a set ofdisparate, inanimate and lifeless
commodities. Rivers become "resources" that "supply" us water and
"carry" the industrial waste. Streets become roads that "expand" to
accommodate "growing traffic." The Sun becomes an "energy
source" that gives us "daylight" and "solar energy." Our worldview
has become utilitarian, prosaic, performative, barren and alienating.
For us, the universe is dead matter. Therefore, from this limited view
of life, we think that weare alone in theuniverseand keep wondering
if there is any 'life' out there. Likewise, we have come to see our
cities asadeadand lifeless bunch of functional objects in the absence
of philosophical, poetic and existential narratives. I t is tough, if not
impossible, to "respect" and "care" for something that we cannot
relate to as a living being or as an integral part of our psychological
existence.
The most important development that Lyotard points out pertains
to the loss of meaning in the postmodern world: "Lamenting the loss
of meaning in postmodernity boils down to mourning the fact that
knowledge is no longer principally narrative."' Scientific knou Iedge is incapable of addressing the existential dilemmas. As an
extension, architectural and urban de~eloprnentinitiatives predicated centrrilly on scientific, performative, functional and
infrastructural criteria are also incapable of addressing our existential agonies.

HOMO INFRASTRUCTURALE: THE RISE OF THE
INFRASTRUCTURE SOCIETY AND THE FALL OF
URBANISM
Sing a song
or
Laugh
0r
Cry
or
Go ahay.
- "Please" by N a n x Sasak~'
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We do not make cities anymore. Thecapitalistic appropriation of
the modernist functional metaphysic has led to a degenerative
undercurrent that swept away and eroded the existential substance
and potential of architecture. Urbanism has been replaced by infrastructure.' The schism between scientific and narrative forms of
knowledge and the resultant delegitimation of narrative knowledge
has also led to a subversion and injrastructuralizatior2 of urbanism.
The rise of scientific knowledge as a legitimizing knowledge fostered an epistemological environment of fi~ncrional values and
pe$ormcrtory goals. As Lyotard says, machines and infrastructure
"follow a principle, and it is the principle of optimal performance:
maximizing output (the information or modifications obtained) and
minimizing input (the energy expended in the process). Technology
is therefore agame pertaining not to the true, thejust, or the beautiful,
etc., but to efficiency: a technical 'move' is 'good' when it does
better andlor expends less energy than another."1° Therein lies the
crisis of the sustair~abilityof architecture and the city.
The city stands in a different relationship to us. The city is what
we dwell in. We expand the envelopes of our body and psyche
through architecture. Architecture has this crucial psychological
responsibility. The city may contain infrastructure but architecture
is in itself not reducible to infrastructure. We need to transform
infrastructure into the city and not the other way around.
The perceptual and relational poverty of homo infrastructurale
was brilliantly captured by Jean-Paul Sartre. In La Nause'e, Sartre's
hero Antoine Roquentin muses:
Objects ought not to move one, since they are not alive. They
should be used and put back in their place; one lives among
them, they are useful and that is all. But I am moved by them,
it is unbearable. I am as frightened of coming in contact with
them as if they were live beasts."
Sustainable urbanism is urbanism with greater responsibility
without losing sight of its fundamental responsibilities. The complex nature of urbanism comes out when we think analogically: Why
do we never talk of sustainable music or sustainable art or sustainable films? There is music that has sustained itself for centuries and
there is also art that has sustained itself over millennia. There is
literature that we hold sacred from generation to generation. There
are films that wouldlive with us as long as wedo. Suchsustainabili~
is nchieved nor because they are about the eni~ironmentor ecology,
Out becrurse thrj are about the human condition. They are about the
complexities, paradoxes and vagaries of human existence. The city
becomes meaningful and sustainable when it speaks to us as does a
Cnsu Blarzca or a Rasl~o~non
or a Schindler's List. The city sustains
itself when it becomes as sublime and powerful as Beethoven's 5th
or Gershwin's Summertitrre. Music that does not move us
S?nqd~on~
is not music. The city that does not move us is not a city. The kind
of built environment that we often have today is more barren, boring,
uninspiring, banal, meaningless, unpoetic and unadventurous than a
documentary on "how to raise pigs." How could we expect such
infrastructure to become sustainable? Our cities would become
sustainable when they are a part of our journey to understand and
ennoble ourselves. Our cities should once again "Sing a song/ or/
Laugh/ or/ Cry" or they will become infrastructure and "go away."

URBANISM (OR LACK THEREOF) IN THE AGE
OF INFRASTRUCTURE
Once upon a time, cities used to be a source of poetry. Think of
Athens, Rome, Paris of yesteryears and you are reminded of great
architecture, art, literature and philosophy. The city of today is
reduced to infrastructure, just as architecture today is degraded to
infrastructure. The veils of mythology and religion were lifted with
the advent of scientific mode of thought. Modern urban planning and
design processes have become functional, prosaic, (pseudo) scientific and barren. With the breakdown of narrative knowledge, as
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RrOL:I'A -THE NE\V CITY

Lyotard pointed out, meaning has become an impossible ideal.
The city is the primary domain of human existential or essential
pursuits. Analogous to our existential boundlessness and absurdity,
the cities grew boundless and absurd. Naked, we face each other and
our cities in all our absurdity, unable to form any profound and long
lasting relationships. W e are amorphous. Unlike our ancestors who
had the luxury of societal forms, veils, masks, charades, mythologies
and arange of narrative structures to give them a form and substance,
we are amorphous and left to ourselves. W e try to cover our naked
self and give a form to our amorphous self through myriad actions.
The city, the formless and naked city is an echo of our condition.
Yet, we still dream of the cities that have a form and substance
without realizing that it is an impossible task to accomplish in the
absence of existential stability and collective narratives such as
literature and mythologies that could help establish connections,
values, ethics and relationships between things and self. Our cities
have only one logic: they respond to our functional demandsinexorable functional demands. W e have lost our prerogative and
capacity to dwell poetically.

THE CITY OF BANARAS: A CITY TO DIE FOR
Now, let usgo on a pilgrimage to a sustainablecity that is all about
e.ri.sre~zceand sitsre~zmce.If we turn our clocks back by 5,000 years,
we will see, on the west bank of river Ganges in North India, a place
with three hillocks that is the seed of a very special hurnan phenomenon, thecity of Banaras. Thecity not only survived,but thrivedover
the last 5,000 years and is still very much alive. During five
millennia, the city has sustained itsessence, character, mythological
power and existential agenda.
T o put it simply, people go to Banaras to die-die happily, 1 might
add. That is a truly startling concept. W e g o to Las Vegas to escape
the boring and banal reality of other cities and i~nmerseourselces in
a hedonistic hyper-reality. W e go to Paris to immortalize our
moments of love. However, there is no other place on earth like
Banaras,acity where you go with anexpress purpose of spending the
last davs
. of ,your life. Think of it as an exisrenricil crirporr to life after
death. In Banaras, death is not a dead-end; rather, it is a passage, a
transition and a gateway. That is the riiisorz ile erre of Banaras. Why
would anybody think up such a city like that? What means and
modalities allow Banaras to attain such heights of existential resolution?
1 must disclaim here that I do not hold Banaras as arepresentative
of the cities of past, and I am not making an historical argument.
Banaras is a unique and original phenomenon that has no precedent
or antecedent.
Banaras is at a rare confluence of unique geography, unique
mythology, unique urban form and unique cultural institutions.
Banaras is located about 500 miles south of New Delhi, India. Here,
the river Ganges changes her usual direction of south-east and flows
back in a northerly direction as if to point at her origins in the
Himalayas, the sacred mountains for Hindus. The river also takes a
crescent profile as if to reconfirm the mythology that Lord Shiva-the
presiding deity of the city-wears the moon on his head. The landscape on west bank rises into three hillocks and becomes the trident
of Lord Shiiw. The "other bank" of river Ganges is, in contrast. Hat
and plain.
In plan, the city is a half circle. While the west bank oftheGanges
has been inhabited for thousands of years, the east bank of the riber
has NEVER been touched. While the west bank ofthe city grew into
a complex and congested city, the "other bank" was left totally
undeve1oped.Thereasons have nothing to d o wilh the city code. The
other bank, for the people of Banaras, stands for the "other world"
or heaven. Theother half of the semi-circular city resides in the other
world and people go there after they die. They metaphorically cross
the existential river of life to reach the eternal city of the other
Banaras.
Banaras is a city of circuits. In this city, devoted pilgrims
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carrying t'ood, faith and age-old stories, circle the city by f o l l w i n g
the sixteen codified sacred circuits. The city is like an onion: circuits
within circuits, one finally reaches the center where the great temple
of Lord S h i m resides. The form of the city is made, remade and
rcasserted as people trace the circuits in the footsteps of their elders.
The city is defined by neither the fort walls nor the boundaries,
These circuits
but by the circuiis of sacred circiltrlot~lbuli~rior~.
around the city and its countless temples form not a map but a
mandala in the minds of devoted pilgrims as they traverse theroutes,
chanting and reciting the myths and stories about the places they
come across. In this way the pilgrims meditate the city and establish
a correspondence between the city of the mind and the city of the
material world. Ultimately, it is the city of the mind that the people
carry with then1 and possess-not the material city.
There is a distinction between the "map reading image" of the
city and the "myth reading image of the city." Tile nln~z(lciliiof
Bnrzciriis is n kirlestlietic n~~ilrrrytiro-l~oetic
it~tageqf the cifl\,illat oue
forrrls by e.rperienciug ir ti~rouglrtr~iivrsirlgit r.iti~illyirz spiice. You
you
may find your way by means of a map, but with a rr~n~~rialu,
become the mandala. A r~~ontlala
is no map; it is a constellation of
myths, legends, imagery and sensory experiences. In the chanting of
stories and traversing the city by foot, the city is constantly conserved, imagined, created and revised. Somewhere in the process of
traversing the city, one existentially transforms one's own self into
the city and the city is projected as an image of one's self.
Thecity meets its riverthrough avivacious interfacecalled ghats.
Ar the ghatsI2.the rnomenturn and the energy of the city of Banaras
is thwarted such that it forces the city edge into a rugged. fat,
haphazard, incoherent, circumstantial mass of walls, facades, spires,
towers, palaces and platforms. The intersection of the city of steps
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and the labyrinthine Banaras is intense indeed.
If you are a pilgrim, you may take a walk from Asi Ghat along the
uneven terrain of the river edge. What you come across may be the
most profound and surreal, yet meaningful experience of the city and
its life. Along the length of the ghats unfolds the breadth of Banarasi
life:
A wrecked boat can be seen capsized in the silt of the muddy clay
bank. A half-naked mendicant stands waist-deep in the water, in the
company of a herd of imperturbable cows. water buffaloes, a series
of dilapidated umbrellas, Peepal leaves, Marigolds, Roses, Lotuses
that adore the ghats. Well-versed Brahmins conduct funeral oblations for bereft families. A forest of lamp-holding bamboo sticks, a
leaning temple capsized in the soft clay, a bangle man, a rusty
balustrade, a worn off rope that once held the mightiest of the boats
and an abandoned tower house compete for the same place at the
river's edge and the viewer's mind.
You may also, if you are patiently and curiously walking along
the ghats, meet the ~andalizedstone plinths of the lofty palaces, a
scale measuring the height of the Ganges when she floods inecstacy,
a blood-clad H t m ~ r i ~ m ~ rusted
. " a bicycle, a group of mischievous
~s.
corpses with
kids flying kites. stray dogs and G n i ~ t l l ~ a r"Burning
swirling smoke blacken the empty edifices. Still hot ashes of a
funeral pyre and a meditating yogi with a trident and saffron flag,
chatting fishermen with tangled nets, graceful qoung girls and the
floating bodies ofdead infants coexist sitnultaneously on the craggy
steps of the ghats. You wonder what brings all of these disparate
things and phenomena together. While as a stranger you maybe
baffled by the onslaught ofimages, things and events, the people of
Banaras seem completely to be at home with the city. You wonder
what gives them apowerto reconcile their existential dilemmas with
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this labyrinthine city. You soon realize that, as in Italo Calvino's
Imisible Cities, there is more to Banaras than meets the eye.
There the people, in an effort to experience the fullness and
completeness of the world, have created certain beautiful fictions
portrayed in an all enthralling mythology called K c d i P~rrmn":
Suchdelightful mythsas P a r ~ a t h i ' s e a r r i n g s 'Divodasa's
~,
ten-horse
sacrifice", a broken bow and a bride won, Indra with a diamond
edgedlethal weapon,l8etc., situate the physical city amid a narrative
and fictional city. The invisible and mythical population of Banaras
far surpasses the visible population and dominates the visible world.
At Banaras, everything - by which I mean e ~ e r y t h b ~-g has a
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story, a legend or a myth. Like the morning mist, Banaras is
enveloped by mythologies - powerful mythologies. Story telling is
~g
The
one recitrretzt way of str~tcritrii~gc i d s u s t n i t ~ i ~Bcirmrns.
r s i ~ i t s . is rhefortn
sncrecI$ctior~~ ~ i s t n i it l st e c i t ~ n i ~ c i i i s ~ ~ i ~Mjtl~ologj
g i ~ , e r o f r l city.
~ e Here, form undoubtedly follows fiction- immaculate fiction. There is the larger context of Gods. heavens, nether
worlds. demons. Gandharvas, sages, ascetics and epics ofthe mythical India; and there is the fiction of the city of Banaras that tits into
the larger work of sacred literature. The secret of Banaras' integrity
is neither in its magnificent spires nor in its vivacious ghats; the
secret of Kashi is neither in its topography nor in its traditional
structures alone. The real secret of Banaras is wide open: it is the way
eLer) thing is interwoven into a huge system of sacred fiction.
People come here to die. And behold, they are only too happy to
die!! It is said that even a dog can be blessed with liberation if it dies
within the bounds of Pnr~cltKrosl~i- the largest circumabulatory
circuit that defines thecity limits. E \ e n ifone has leda miserable life,
death in Banaras is said to liberate one of all the agony. The invisible
signs on thousands of temples, ghats and houses in Banaras tacitly
declare this eternal bargain through an ingenious epistemology of
ghat you could see scores of people young
space. At Mru~ikiirr~ikrr
and old. of all castes and sexes unafraid of death! At Banaras, death,
the biggest human fear and enigma. has been tamed and domesticated by the city and its mythologies. With death, all of your sins are
forgiven by Lirtue of your being in the city of Banaras. Existence is
eternal and immortal, and therefore sustainable in Banaras.
People in Banaras learn story-telling right from the time their
mothers sang lullabies about Lord R m ~ aunder the moonlit sky; the
time they played in the streets, shrines and the steps of the ghats and
contemplated the mystcrious emptiness of the other bank. When

they groa3up, they see the whole world as a beautiful work of fiction:
a work where everything is well composed and is under the control
of the author. The author is at the center and there are a million
authors inhabiting Banaras, visiting it and imagining it. It is all
imagination and it is powerful and enthralling. For the people of
Banaras, the whole universe if replete with life. For the people of
Banaras, there is nothing is inanimate or lifeless in the universe. The
post-structuralist observation about the ileaill of the nicrltor serves as
an excellent comparison between the cities of infrastructure and the
city of Banaras. Albeit with adifferent inclination and intent, Camus
made a brilliant observation that remforces the notion of humanizing
the universe: "If nianrealized that the universe like him can love and
suffer, he would be reconciled."'"
In the rugged undulation of the masculine land forms, the people
of Banaras see the trident of Lord Shiva or Mo~intMeru. In the
feminine curves of the sweeping crescent -the Ganges - they see
a caring mother. In the sky crowded with lazy clouds is a theater
where, perhaps, a demon drinks Surci, the erema1 drink, in the
shadow of a mountain. The emptiness of the other bank is an
unfolded blankness posed against the crammed tightness of the
stony complexity of this bank. Plcice ilznkiilg is rnj'tll rmkirlg: place
tilakes injth, myrh t i d e s pluce. U%ur rlisringuishes But~urusfroin
other cities is rlinr there the exisrerlrial dileiniilns are d ~ d recognkerl
y
cind addressed
Thus. in Banaras, we see a valuable, unique and grand urban
paradigm to reconcile our existential dilemmas through a marriage
of architecture, urbanism and narrative means of dwelling. W e learn
from Banaras that fiction is a powerful mode of imagining, building
and dwelling our cities. W e also learn that mythologies and other
fictions are essential to enliven the inanimate world of things and
infrastructure. The existential absurdity of life and death are reconciled through the architecture of the city of Banaras. As we have
discussed, when such a reconciliation takes place spatially, our cities
and architecture become sustainable.

EPILOGUE
I hope that this essay opens new avenues and modaiities to
approach architecture and urban design in the age of infrastructure.
Once we are able to reconcile the absurdity of life, once we are able
robe the unbearable nakedness of our cities, we might begin to rediscover our sanity and humanity. because only a sane society is a
sustainable society. I hope that architecture and cities will once again
"sing a song/ or/ cry/ or1 laugh" so that they d o not "go away."
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50.
A ghat is a stepped interface between a river and land.
l 3 Hanuman is a Hindu mythological God with the characteristics
of a monkey.
l 4 Gandhawas are the heavenly musicians in Hindu mythology.
l5 Kashi Purana means the sacred history of the city of Banaras told
through various myths and legends.
l6Parvathi is the wife of Lord Shiva.
l7Divodctsa was one of the first kings of Banaras.
l 8 Indra, originally aprimary Godduring Indus Valley Civilization,
is the ruler of all Gods.
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